
Illiana Interagency Consultation Group 

Conformity Issue - Meeting Minutes 

September 30, 2013 
 

Attendees: Mitch Barloga, Kevin Garcia, Stephen Sostaric, Gary Evers, Scott Weber, Meredith Stilwell (NIRPC 

staff members)  

Tele-conference attendees: Ron Shimizu (Parsons Brinckerhoff), Joyce Newland (FHWA), Michelle Allen (FHWA), 

Janice Osadczuk (FHWA), Larry Heil (FHWA), Tony Maietta (EPA), Jim Pinkerton (INDOT), Jim Earl (INDOT), 

Angie Fegaras (INDOT), Jerry Halperin (INDOT), Lisa Shrader (INDOT), Frank Baukert (INDOT), Julie Ritzler 

(INDOT), Greg Katter (INDOT) 

Since last meeting of the ICG on September 5 a draft air quality conformity determination was produced by 

Parsons Brinckerhoff and forwarded to NIRPC. CMAP reviewed the determination to ensure everything was in 

line with calculation and model runs and concluded a build scenario was used during the conformity run which 

made them uncomfortable. As a result, they requested NIRPC ask the consultants to run forecasts from the 

2040 Comprehensive Regional Plan. After discussion as to what that entailed, the scenario run was completed 

by Parsons Brinckerhoff and forwarded to NIRPC and in turn forwarded to the Illiana Interagency Consultation 

Group. J. Newland has already added comments to the draft determination. R. Shimizu explained the original 

conformity analysis documentation basically used the NIRPC adopted forecast adjusted using the presence of 

the Illiana and I-65 added travel lane, reflecting population and employment as a result of those projects. 

Those figures were obtained by taking the difference between the build and no build from the Illiana corridor 

study. Essentially the consultants created the build network and a build socioeconomic forecast reflecting the 

NIRPC forecast with the addition of the Illiana and I-65 added travel lane. Travel models for the different years 

were run, the travel mile output divided, and INDOT ran their MOVES model post-processor to determine 

actual emission results which were incorporated into the documentation. The requested additional conformity 

run just reflecting adopted NIRPC socioeconomic forecast without trying to equilibrate for the project was 

completed with almost identical results and is documented in the update case.  J. Newland commented 

numbers for both sets of runs are staying well below the emission budgets. M. Barloga relayed that the rerun 

of the model is out of an abundance of caution to ensure it is kept within the forecast of the 2040 CRP. 

Assuming a build forecast at this time was not wanted since it is not reflected in the 2040 CRP and it is 

important to stay consistent with the numbers currently in place. CMAP has not yet responded to the updated 

conformity run. 

M. Barloga asked for clarification on a question a CMAP forecaster had regarding issues on updated MOVES 

model numbers; noting that he wasn’t sure if it would make a difference in the end. R. Shimizu stated only the 

travel model was run past INDOT who created the MOVES post-processor and is sure it’s up to the ICG to 

agree upon the MOVES model input assumption. He was not familiar with what is actually assumed in the 

MOVES model by INDOT in their post-processor.  L. Heil and G. Katter spoke about the MOVES post-processor 

and the same assumptions, model and post-processor have been used for everything else done for Federal 

Highway and their air quality budgets so there is good agreement and conformity with other practices.    

The PM 2.5 analysis is progressing. R. Shimizu stated it his understanding  they are getting close to finishing 

those runs and are hoping to get something out this month or definitely in October.  L. Heil commented it is 

hoped to have interagency consultation on those results before they are released for public review and 

comment. Ron stated they are aware of that on both Indiana and Illinois sides. J. Newland voiced that this is 

the conformity determination that will be used and she does not want to have to go back to look for an old 

conformity determination and would like the projects put back in and highlight the ones being added. That has 



already been done by the consultants and will be done by NIRPC as well. She was unsure if there were any 

changes to the latest planning assumptions or if they were consistent with what is in the 2040 CRP. R. Shimizu 

responded that to his knowledge they were taken from the last conformity analysis from a couple of months 

ago and nothing has changed on them. J. Newland also remarked more information was needed on the fiscal 

constraints than has been provided for the project. A brief discussion was held and it was noted Jim Earl is 

working on that information. 

J. Newland also brought up Plan approval dates remarking on a noted date of October 2011, when she 

thought it was in June 2011. R. Shimizu said the October date was the preferred scenario vision 

documentation approval date, and not the plan approval also noting he can add the Long Range 

Transportation Plan. He addressed J. Newland’s request to remove language regarding the 2013 certification 

review which documentation has yet to be released on. The original certification review used was from 2009. 

She also requested the statement be removed that says INDOT is in the process of running the post-processor 

and expect to be completed by the week end of October 4. R. Shimizu indicated that has already been 

removed. Brief discussion was held regarding adding La Porte back in. G. Evers remarked that would not be 

overlooked.  

M. Barloga updated the group on where things stand currently on NIRPC’s behalf. Although some of the dates 

have been stretched out everything is still on target for the CRP amendment vote on December 12 at the 

NIRPC full Commission meeting. Key dates include the public comment period which will run from October 14 

through November 20. Originally it was to begin on October 8, but with environmental justice figures to work 

out the date was pushed back. There will be an environmental justice workshop on October 10 in Gary from 

4:00-7:00 p.m. cst. A select group of stakeholders have been invited to be part of the process. Four open 

houses will be held for public comment. The first will be on November 2 and will be at IUN in Gary from 10:00 

a.m. to 12:00 p.m. cst. A comment summary will be presented to the Transportation Policy Committee (TPC) 

and commissioners in adequate time for them to make a decision. The TPC vote for approving the project for 

the plan amendment TIP will occur at the meeting on December 3. The NIRPC staff review white paper is in 

process and on target to be released mid-October. Currently it is not a recommendation but just an analysis of 

how the Illiana and I65 widening coordinate with the factors that allow projects into the CRP.  

J. Newland reported on next steps. Another ICG meeting may be held dependent upon comments received 

back from CMAP. Once public comments are received and documented and votes for final adoption are taken 

at the December meetings, she will ask for a formal written consultation from consulting agencies (i.e. EPA, 

IDEM, INDOT). 30 days after the full commission takes action, hopefully the project will be in the TIP and 

found to conform.  

J. Pinkerton noted the I65 expansion and Illiana are two separate projects and asked if public comment and 

votes will be cast separately for each at TPC. G. Evers stated there will be one TIP and Plan Amendment. J. 

Pinkerton felt they should be separate and one not tied to the other for voting purposes. J. Osadczuk clarified 

that the vote will be for the TIP amendment and not the projects and they cannot be separated; the projects 

being amended in are what the conformity is all about. The vote cannot be parsed out into pieces and is an all 

or nothing vote and it is up to the sponsoring agency to decide what is included in their amendment. G. Evers 

stated there is nothing to preclude INDOT from bringing one of the projects back through again if the 

amendment fails. The conformity would have to be redone to include only the project being brought back 

through. M. Barloga clarified that if there are no red flags from CMAP on the latest conformity results this 

meeting should be the last call. J. Newland commented that it was too bad that IDEM didn’t participate and 

hoped that someone would follow up with them to make sure they have read the materials and see if they had 



any questions. EPA should be cc’d on the correspondence. G. Evers asked J. Newland to review the edited 

draft conformity determination before it is released for comment.  


